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Opening
Goal: Explore the frontiers of statistical methods and techniques

Go over some of the current state-of-the-art procedures

Stare down looming problems

Describe a framework of potential solutions

Equip ourselves with resources

Strike out towards new statistical worlds through 
scientific paper examples
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Generalized Linear Mixed Models

Ordinary least squares → Maximum Likelihood [1]

Generalized: beyond Gaussian distribution 
(Poisson, Beta, Logistic, Negative Binomial, etc.)

Mixed: Including fixed and random effects

Everything in one place (GLMMs for Everything)

Bayesian Methods

Does not depend on sample size

Always open to new data

Modern computing allows for posterior simulation 
(MCMC)

Lots of activity (Bayesian Analysis Modules)

For every frequentist method, there is usually a 
Bayesian equivalent

Simulation

Modern computing allows for powerful uses

Can generate confidence intervals by 
bootstrapping, use MC to investigate the 
performance of statistical procedures, and generate 
estimate posterior distributions [2]

More simply, can create mock data with known 
characteristics

Also, a core component of resampling methods [3]

Machine Learning

Branch of AI focusing on use of data and algorithms 
to improve with more data

Notably used in classification, prediction, and data 
mining [4-5]

Again, lots of activity (future Special Topics talk 
planned for later this year)

Current Status



High-dimensional data

Many more variables than observations (no-no in standard 
regression)

Examples: healthcare data, financial data, genomics [6]

Methods: Ridge, Lasso, & Principal Components regression, etc. [7]

Statistical Techniques Data Scientists should Master [8]

Cutting-Edge Statistical Methods for a Life-
Course Approach [9]

Regression with covariates

Hazard modeling

Individual growth modeling

Structural equation modeling

Propensity score analysis

Degression discontinuity analysis

Frontiers of Statistics [10]

Semiparametric Modeling

Nonparametric Models

Statistical Learning and Bootstrap

Longitudinal Data Analysis

Statistics in Science and Technology

Financial Econometrics

Parametric Techniques and Inferences

Current Status
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Large Datasets

Replication and 
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Computational Limits

Looming Problems



Overly Simple / Outdated Models
Basic statistics where better modeling would be 
helpful

‘Nothing is really normally distributed’

Lots of noise or small signal needs careful 
parsing

Research Question -> Statistical Model -> 
Computer coding problem

Large Datasets [11-12]
High dimensionality and large sample size 
(computer)

Multiple comparisons / spurious correlations

Multiple aggregations -> heterogeneity and 
experimental design

Coherent stories and results (metagenomics 
problems) -> use imagination

Replication and Significance
Replication crisis

Large random errors

Underpowering

Problems with p-values [13]

Computational Limits [14]
Large, complex datasets are becoming common

Even with powerful computing, some problems 
take too long for a brute solution (ex. 
phylogenetics)

Other take a lot of time to train (AI models)

Hardware supplies are also limited 

Likely a shift from computing power to 
algorithmic innovation

Looming Problems



Potential Solutions

Change Framework

Better Models

New Models



Change Framework

Bayes

Mandelbrot

Better Models

Simplify -> GLMMs, better experimental 
design, model selection

Complexify -> nonlinear, multivariate, 
machine learning, etc.

Adapt -> take methods and approaches from 
other disciplines and use them in your own

New Models

Will depend on the specific problems and 
discipline

Keep on lookout in journals & other areas

The real frontier…

Potential Solutions

[15] [16]

[17]
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Journals Websites/ 
Videos

PapersBooks



Journals
The R Journal

Journal of Statistical Software

Frontiers in Applied Mathematics and Statistics

Websites/Videos
Big Problems in Statistics [18]

Solve Every Statistics Problem with One Weird 
Trick [3]

Books
An Introduction to Statistical Learning [19]

The Elements of Statistical Learning [20]

Frontiers of Statistics [10]

Papers
What are the Open Problems in Bayesian 
Statistics? [21]

Cutting-Edge Statistical Methods for a Life-Course 
Approach [9]

Multilevel Methods and Statistics: The Next 
Frontier [22]

SSP: an R package to estimate sampling effort in 
studies of ecological communities [23]

New Models and Methods for Applied Statistics: 
Topics in Computer Experiments and Time Series 
Analysis [24]

Gamma-ray blazer variability: new statistical 
methods of time-flux distributions [25]

New Author Guidelines for Displaying Data and 
Reporting Data Analysis and Statistical Methods in 
Experimental Biology [26]

Resources



Examples



Examples: R Journal
GUIded tour of Bayesian regression [27]

We Need Trustworthy R Packages [28]

“There is a need for rigorous software engineering in R packages, and there is a need for new research to 
bridge scientific computing with more traditional computing. Automated tools, interdisciplinary 
graduate courses, code reviews, and a welcoming developer community will continue to democratize best 
practices.  Democratized software engineering will improve the quality, correctness, and integrity of 
scientific software, and by extension, the disciplines that rely on it.”



Examples: JSS
The JuliaConnectoR: A 
Functionally-Oriented 
Interface for Integrating 
Julia in R [29]

Data Science in Stata 16: 
Frames, Lasso, and Python 
Integration [30]



Examples: FAMS
Dawoud-Kibria Estimator for Beta 
Regression Model: Simulation and 
Application [31]

Editorial on Machine Learning in 
Natural Complex Systems [32]



Statistics is a wide topic used in many 
applications
There is no, single, monolithic frontier
Rather, there are frontiers on many edges
Whether reframing, modifying, or 
developing new models, there are a lot of 
exciting possibilities
Start your journey today

Conclusions
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